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ABSTRACT:

IT TAKES A MUSCLE 1
In the BELLY of the BEAST, the HUMAN
in the deep end of a SWIMMING POOL
in a GRAVE, looking up/out from within
at the base of a CRATER, ABYSS, PIT
the room as a CRADLE, INCUBATOR
architecture as MOTHER MOULD2

1

Title is borrowed and abbreviated: Spectral Display, “It Takes A
Muscle To Fall In Love,” 1982.
2

For what American-English delineates as ‘mold,’ British-English
uses ‘mould’ and is more specific in its technicality. The former
doesn’t distinguish in spelling between mold (fungus) and mold
(mould). I’m not particularly a fan of the colonizer’s nor the
colonizer’s colonizer language forms because the more I learn about
languages the more I see their inadequacies, but English being one
of my mother-tongues, it feels important to semantically dissect the
differences between them and err on the side of technicality.
Consistently, I am fascinated by the ways that the language we
ascribe to subjects, objects, and phenomena barely contains whom
or what it is we are trying to describe. The delightful futility of naming
anything anything at all…

5

“...failure as internalized and physiological: what we call
soreness after physical exertion is actually a breakdown
of muscles, or an inability of the body to withstand strain.
[Matthew] Barney labels this process “entropy,” or
sometimes the more medicalized “hypertrophy” in his
writings; it is the process of small fissures—called
“micro-tears'' by exercise physiologists—created in our
hamstrings, biceps, or pectorals, to be “patched” by
nascent muscle. Barney refers to this process in a 2006
video produced by SFMoMA, saying, “I think that as an
athlete you understand that your body requires
resistance in order to grow. The whole training process is
built upon that understanding.” Consider this as a model
for generative catastrophe: body builders working to
create as many internal tears as possible,”
(Winant, 2016)

6

NAVIGATION KEY :
This entire document functions loosely like an
encyclopedia of terms in the orbit of my thesis exhibition
IT TAKES A MUSCLE and my studio on the whole.
It is organized into three sections: some nodes, titled
works, and more nodes, in addition to a works cited and
bibliography.
Each of the ‘nodes’ is an illumination of a term or set of
terms that my research has revolved around or moved
through. ‘More nodes’ are all generated from a poem I
wrote and shared in the ‘abstract’ (previous page).
The ‘titled works’ refer to the five sculptures that IT
TAKES A MUSCLE consists of. If each of these works
were a planet, then these sections are their moons. They
are not explanations, simply neighboring celestial bodies.
I hope that in sharing this key, I can invite you into my
world3, for as long as you may stay.

A NOTE ON ‘LIVING’:
This is a living document, and like anything living, its
form, fluid, and flesh will change over the course of time.
Welcome to the first iteration.

3

Thank you Lukaza, for reminding me that legibility = access, and
providing my readers with navigational tools is tied into this work.

7
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irritants and pearls
Oysters ingest via filter-feeding, opening their bivalve

oyster secretes to build its shell4. Over the course of

shells enough to pull water and plant matter in,

several years and the accumulation of layer after layer of

evacuating the water, and leaving the nutritional matter

nacre, the irritant goes from rough to smooth in a process

behind inside themselves. Fairly often, tiny bits with no

known as pearling.

nutritional value or otherwise indigestible hitch a ride in concealed amongst the larger bits of mineral-rich edible

We don’t find pearls in our oysters at restaurants because

matter or floating in the water - traveling through the

1). the chef shucks them before they reach your table,

digestive tract only to be ejected once the oyster

and they’re definitely not going to send that out, but more

excretes. Sometimes these tiny bits evade ejection - or

realistically because 2). we eat oysters too young –

the tract as a w/hole - and they lodge themselves

around 18-24 months which is not enough time – for the

amongst the oyster’s tissues or between its body and

pearling process to take place. If you’re lucky, you’ll have

shell. These particles herein known as irritants are often

little raised pimples of nacre on the inside of your oyster

sharp, poking at the soft flesh of the oyster. In order to

on the half shell, what in a few more years might have

not be rubbed raw by the tiny intruder, the oyster coats

become a pearl.

the foreign agent with thin layers of its own saliva so that
it irritates their soft insides less. Their saliva consists of a
calcium carbonate crystal called argonite mixed with a
protein called conchiolin, in a mixture otherwise known as
nacre or ‘Mother of Pearl’; the same mucosa that the
4

(Kurlansky, 29)
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pain, the nervous system, and pressure
When you eat an oyster they are still alive, their small

you try to shuck an oyster and can feel them resisting the

three-chambered heart still beating; pumping colorless

knife in your hand.

blood throughout their gelatinous bodies5. In addition to a

🕳

heart and digestive system, they also have a brain and a
nervous system, so contrary to popular belief, they can
likely perceive pain. Their nerves are situated along their

It takes an incredible amount of pressure or -29 inHg

mantle; a dark brown or black-colored frilly fringe of their

(inches of mercury) to remove the oxygen bubbles

flesh that hangs out of their shell, sensing the outside

trapped in uncured silicone rubber. This is done in a

world. Perceiving danger, cilia along the mantle send an

degassing chamber; a vessel equipped with a

SOS to the brain, which signals the oyster to shut its shell

single-phase vacuum pump and a heavy gasketed lid.

by the grace of an extremely strong muscle called the

When the pump is engaged and the release valve is

adductor. In humans, these muscles (we have a total of

closed, the pump uses pressure to literally suck the air

3) are located in the inner thigh up towards the groin. An

out of the chamber. In this way, a degassing chamber

oyster’s adductor muscle can exert roughly 22 pounds of

becomes a void. Because uncured silicone that calls for

pressure6. This measurement doesn’t feel tangible until

degassing has a viscosity between lube and honey, it
grows several times its volume while the pressure in the

5

In The Big Oyster: A Molluscular History of New York, author Mark
Kurlansky shares the following attributed to 19th century Darwinist
Thomas Huxley; “...few people imagine that they are swallowing a
piece of machinery (and going machinery too) greatly more
complicated than a watch,” (50)
6

(Kurlansky, 17)

chamber builds up, full of all the air bubbles inadvertently
incorporated in the combination of its requisite parts and
additives. As the pressure gauge needle approaches -29
inHg, the silicone mass swells and the bubbles that have
10

been pulled to the top begin to writhe and contort, their

the last eight years, I have lost this game three times,

sticky skins getting tangled with their neighbors’ much

watching the silicone pour down the exterior walls of the

like caramel simmering in a hot pan. Once -29 inHg is

bucket and make a mess on the interior of the chamber.

achieved the twisting bubbles burst through their final

If you try to clean up silicone before it cures, it’s a sticky

squirm and the mass returns to near its original size. The

nightmare so I just leave it until the puddle is fixed. Once

larger bubbles are mostly caved in but the impression of

cured, it can be peeled up in one motion, a ‘thwap’ not

their surface area can still be seen through the glass lid

unlike the sound of a consensual paddle hitting bare skin.

of the chamber, along with small bubbles that continue to

For my Virgo stellium, this is a perceived win and I’m

rise to the surface and pop. After this deflation, the pump

back in the game.

is disengaged and the chamber’s pressure is held for 90

🕳

seconds, followed by the opening of the release valve
which forces the deflated bubble into a parabola before it
levels into the original volume.

Regarding pressure and pain, is pain a trap? How do we
reorient ourselves to choose it, when its conditions are

Everytime I degas silicone, I press my face against

already a given? How can the sensation of pain become

the glass lid to watch the silicone mushroom and

transcendent, liberatory? How can we sweeten the sting/

collapse. Sometimes I test myself to see how close I can

or make it saltier?

get the mass to the rim of the mixing bucket, before the
growing volume gives way. Most of the time, I can gage it
well, getting the silicone’s meniscus over the edge of the
bucket without having it spill over. This is a win, an
almost choke that I beat, in a competition with myself. In
11

particular conditions and maintenance
people who don’t know how to take care of them. My
The first orchid that ever came into my care was a gift.

mom put them on the window sill, where I could stare at

Accompanied by an anthology by the late Vietnamese

them perpendicular from my horizontal position on the

monk and Zen-leader Thich Nhat Hanh about

couch.

mindfulness, it was given to me by a family friend in 2011
after my first in-patient hospital stay since being born a

It was summer, so I stared out the window a lot,

month premature. Nearly 20 years old and newly

wanting to be outside. Outside of my sick bed, outside of

life-threateningly-ill, I could barely take care of myself, let

my parent’s house, outside of my body that I felt had

alone what I had always been warned was a fussy little

turned on me in a matter of weeks. My dear friend Clay

plant. The small fuchsia blossoms were plump and

once described their body as a ‘flesh suitcase7;’

clustered on their stem. Eleven years later, I now

something they’re tasked with carrying around, usually

recognize them as a Phalaenopsis, commonly known as

burdensome. Clay and I have the same autoimmune

a ‘Moth Orchid,’ but not because they’re the only insect to

condition, so we often relate to one another about the

pollinate them. They are also known as ‘grocery store

physical ways we experience this world; in pain, shit,

orchids’ because they’re often near the entrance to a

vomit, ERs, waiting rooms, deep and hopeless fatigue. I

supermarket, begging you to put them in your basket

used their aforementioned term once to describe my

first, before the glistening produce that also beckons you.
In favorable conditions, a Phalaenopsis will spike and
bloom several times a year, and those blooms will last a
couple months. Thus they make good gifts even for

7

In Clay AD’s 2018 crip sci-fi novel Metabolize, If Able, they share a
diary entry of protagonist and clone Ruby Penny: “...everything I eat
hurts, i have stopped trying to avoid pain. it’s hard to survive when it
feels like your body has preemptively decided you’re gonna slowly
starve yourself. sometimes i feel like a babysitter for my own flesh
suitcase whose parents totally left town and abandoned me to my
own self-destructive devices.”

12

body when my last therapist probed me about the
difficulties that surround genuinely loving it and my desire
in general. She was appalled (no surprise, it was a risk
on my part; she isn’t disabled yet, she wouldn’t fully get
it). I use this phrase as a litmus test with others now, to
see if they are down. To see if they are willing to get in
the mud with me.

13

titled works, materials, and dimensions
1 THE LOST SALT
polyurethane foam, graphite, black iron oxide, wax,
epoxy, silicon-bronze, collective piss
18” x 48” x 48”
2 WHOLE HOLE
Pigmented platinum silicone, polycaprolactone, alcohol
ink, mica, silicone tubing, vinyl-coated steel wire,
hardware.
12’ x 30” x 12”
3 THE PIT
EVA foam tiles, extant architecture, hardware
9’ x 24’ x 22’
4 SATURN IN THE FOURTH HOUSE
Pigmented platinum silicone, polycaprolactone, alcohol
ink, mica, steel, silicone tubing, vinyl-coated steel wire,
hardware.
9’ x 30” x 30"

Fig 1: Gallery floor plan and installation view of IT TAKES A
MUSCLE at the Anderson, Richmond VA (image by Terry Brown)

5 NERVE IMPULSE
Pigmented platinum silicone, polycaprolactone, alcohol
ink, mica, soda-lime glass, found and manipulated plastic
object.
36” x 12” x 12”
14

THE LOST SALT
“The same electrolytes that dance their vital dance in my
blood– sodium, calcium, potassium, carbonate, chloride –
are there in the evaporites at the fringe of the desert
marshes and ephemeral lakes: sulfates, carbonates, and
chlorides crystallized on basin rims as white residues as
though a pot had boiled dry. The chemistries of the planet
and of our bodies are similar enough (why should we be
amazed?).”
“...and the scent of a salt spring, which is a little like
death.” (144)

Diana Kappel-Smith, excerpt from “Salt: From Orion”
Desert Time: A Journey Through The American
Southwest

Fig 2: Installation view of THE LOST SALT (2022)
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I find it a delicious irony that for something which we

most who grow theirs even in a greenhouse will put the

need in order to live, that sustains us just like water does,

plant fully outside during the weeks she is in bloom. In

should smell like death. Probably in large part due to the

her natural habitat her fetid fragrance matters more; it’s

microbes and decaying vegetal matter amongst the

how she attracts her pollinator, if she wants one, the

water, the salt we lose every day in our sweat, urine, and

carrion fly. Biologists call this mimicry; the orchid mimics

shit, also has a tendency towards smelling in a noxious

the scent of rotten flesh or death in order to lure the fly,

way. Shed – as opposed to fresh – blood has a way of

who is tricked into seeking out the aroma, and by the

smelling too, and runs the spectrum between raw meat in

time they realize they haven’t touched down and rubbed

the sun and heavy metals. I think the smell of any of

up on an animal carcass, they’re already covered in

these substances has more to do with its interaction with

pollonia (the little pollen packets that orchids keep their

oxygen, because certainly it is only once it emerges from

several millions ‘seeds’ smaller than a speck of dust

the body and meets the outside air which it cannot

within), and the orchid’s sneaky mission is complete. I am

interact with on the inside, that it has the capability to

glad I am not alone in disagreeing with this logic from a

reek. Maybe it doesn’t inherently have a smell at all, and

principle matter: “Mimicry is a very bad concept, since it

it is our individual noses that name an odor. Once we

relies on binary logic to describe phenomena of an

smell it, we name it, and once it has a name, it has a

entirely different nature.”9 What theories of biomimicry fail

smell? Which or what comes first?

to consider is that the orchid and the carrion fly have

When in bloom, one of my favorite orchids; the

agency: it is in the disregard of the non-human subjects

Bulbophyllum echinolabium8, is said to have the ripe

of insect and flora that they get subsumed by

scent of a dead mouse or dog shit, strong enough that

heteronormative and sexist hierarchies. The
9

8

The Bulbophyllum echinolabium is native to the Indonesian islands
of Borneo and Sulawesi (Source: Orchidspecies)

In their shared endeavor; A Thousand Plateaus Gilles Deleuze and
Felix Guattari decry mimicry in lieu of the rhizomatic relationship of
becoming between wasps and orchids, (11).

16

Bulbophyllum echinolabium and the carrion fly need each

Important to note is that flowering plants only bloom

other as much as they desire to need one another:

when they are pollinated and most need pollination in

becoming interlocutors in one another’s life paths as

order to continue their species’ lineage. Orchids present

much as they allow themselves to be.

an exception to this necessity. They don’t need their
pollinators in order to multiply; they can self pollinate, nor
do they need them in order to find new places to grow
and subsequently lodge; they can speed up their growth
and become too heavy on their rocky or bark-covered
vertical perches, thereby forcing gravity to drop them to a
lower elevation. They utilize old canes and pseudobulbs
to hold more water for new growth, put out thicker and
waxier foliage when they’re in sunny conditions to protect
their insides, thin out their leaves when in the shade to
open up their pores to as much sunlight as they can get;
they store all that energy – playing the long game.
Orchids in their natural habitats are not preoccupied with
their beautiful blooms in the way that humans are;
cultivating them for the pretty colors and sensual shapes
they cough up 1-3 times a year, sometimes less if their
particular conditions are not met. Their focus on the long

Fig 3: Bulbophyllum echinolabium’s distinct hedge-hog shaped lip
(image by Victor M. Resto Garcia, (Source: BlueNanta/ OrchidRoots)

albeit slow game has allowed them to be not only the

17

second10 largest plant species on Earth, but to be one of

were much closer together, making direct contact even,

the oldest plant species in Earth’s history11.

so this slow crawl over several million years was

Podcast hosts David Moscato and Will Harris ask

stunning, but not absurd.

guest and paleobotanist Aly Baumgartner about the

“Numbers do not seem to work well with regard to

when, where, and how of orchid diversity, evolution,

deep time. Any number above a couple thousand

adaptation, and proliferation.12 She explains that orchids

years–fifty thousand, fifty million – will with nearly equal

arose in what is now called Australia, according to

effect awe the imagination to the point of paralysis.”14 If

genetic sequencing sometime in the Cretaceous period

we could ask the Antarctic ice how these hearty plants

around 112 million years ago, before crawling their way

did it, I’m curious what it might say. I wonder how far

through Antarctica around 90 million years ago, and

down we would have to drill to sample an ice core from

ending up in South America around 64-84 million years

that time, and whether the answers would seep out like a

ago. At the time, the land masses of our ‘pale blue dot’ 13

whisper or a scream. I wonder what the ice-filled Martian
Korolev Crater would say – I’m sure it would be

10

Second only to Asters, their #1 and #2 spots flip around every few
years when new plants are discovered or hybridized)
11

We only have 8 or 9 specimens of evidence in the fossil record,
which is mind-blowing relative to the fact that orchids are the most
diverse and nearly largest plant family on Earth. They are wildly
evasive. (Common Descent, 65:38-80:47).
12

Common Descent podcast, episode: Orchids

fascinating – but in the same way I hope it never gets
cored and explored, I wish the same fate for the ice on
our planet. All of these ancient watery time-trackers,
record-holders, secret-keepers, acting as bridges from
what we think we know to what we wish we knew.

13

Astronomer and author Carl Sagan’s term for planet Earth as seen
from outer space in space probe Voyager 1’s famous last photograph
taken on Valentine’s Day 1990 of Earth before leaving our Solar
System, made popular by his 1994 novel of the same name,
(Source: NASA). If huge numbers and deep time make no sense
because they are constructs anyway, let me pile this on: The

photograph was taken from 6 billion kilometers away from our planet,
which is 19 trillion 692 billion short-course swimming pools in length.
14

(McPhee, 29)
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“Our body fluids contain 0.9 percent salt, nowadays, very
likely the exact salinity of whatever ancient sea we
managed to crawl out of, a sea we could leave because
we had learned, first of all, to contain it. This is a marvel:
that we still contain what once contained us. What is
more marvelous is that we maintain it with exactitude.”
Diana Kappel-Smith, 144)

Fig. 4: Screenshot of a tweet from CNN, sent to me by Olive

19

WHOLE HOLE
“[The genital organs] aren’t scandalous. Quite the
opposite. I put them in my pictures because I want to be
even more of a realist than I am. They’re still lifes.
They’re like whispered suggestions I get from my mouth,
but in my paintings I’ve often wanted to camouflage the
mouth. The mouth, now that’s real desire.”
Carol Rama, selected from wall text in her 2017
retrospective Antibodies at the New Museum, NY, NY

Fig 5: Installation view of WHOLE HOLE (2022)
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At some point in the last two and a half years, one of my

This is an unpopular and questionable hottake, but

closest platonic partners in this world Mars and I

what is it about COVID-19 specifically that makes me

discussed the issue of ‘half-face celibacy’ with respect to

want to makeout? Hours-long makeout sessions like a

mask-wearing in the age of COVID and the pandemics

teenager. Is it the inherent risk which politicizes desire?

that will certainly follow this one. Our daydreamed

Thinking about making out with strangers amidst a viral

paradigm shift would be categorized as half-face celibacy

pandemic as an immunocompromised person feels

because the majority of people you came into contact

dangerous and vulnerable, transgressive in the way I

with would only ever meet the visible half of your face,

imagine some people feel about anonymous public sex.

leaving the non-visible half a mystery, until the potential

What categorizes the makeout as a turn-on in these

moment you consensually adopted to remove your

‘unprecedented times’ is that makeouts don’t have to go

masks. We pessimistically laughed at what heroic feats of

anywhere specific. They can, but they aren’t

disability justice would have to occur in this world for

predetermined. I would say that this is true about all

masking to be so widespread, respected, and

queer sex too, but I want to stay on/in/around the mouth

commonplace, for this futurist shift to occur.

for now. There is a built-in libidinal quality to a good

With less pessimism, we agreed that even if we
practiced on our own with whomever we wanted to, we
would have it become a de facto incredibly-sexy

makeout, where no one is focused on coming, that feels
generative in its fun.
A makeout is like a “plateau” as described by late

encounter. Maybe with our face masks having turned into

anthropologist and semiotician Gregory Bateson to

pants, our focus could naturally shift from genitals to the

“designate something very special: a continuous,

mouth. Late painter Carol Rama was onto something

self-vibrating region of intensities whose development

when she deterritorialized genitals in her paintings to

avoids any orientation toward a culmination point or

focus on the mouth as the site of “real desire.”
21

external end,”15 Bateson’s definition of the plateau as a

should be defined, instead, by the encounters and

region, and not some pit stop on the way somewhere

experimentation of singularities in the common, which in

else higher up the metaphorical mountain, is what allows

turn, produce a new common and new singularities.”16 I

for the consideration of it from a libidinal perspective. I

would make ‘perfect casts,’ but was disappointed to

believe that this positionality naturally makes space for

discover that I did not care so much about them, that

desire.

once they were finished they were dead and everything
about the process which felt so enlivened was no longer

Insofar as I consider the above true, my love of

there. Especially this past year, focusing on

mould-making is bolstered by a libidinal desire as

mould-making as a process that I love, and not on what

opposed to a climactic one. When you work to separate

the moulds could produce, has been instrumental in

what a traditional framework suggests about making out

recultivating joy and excitement in my life. In focusing on

leading to sex, and mouldmaking just for the sake of

the process for process sake and not more-mastery

churning out casts, then what you have is the creation of

towards a determined end result, I have rediscovered

incredible potentiality. When I learned how to make

why I love what I do so much. I get to follow instructions

moulds, I was focused on achieving a singular perfect

and stretch their limits. I get to hold all the outcomes and

cast, or a set of identically-perfect multiples that would

also none of them. I get to play.

demonstrate my supposed expertise of the technique.
“Whereas the one stands opposed to the many, the
common is compatible with and even internally
composed of multiplicities…Sameness and unity involve
no creation but mere repetition without difference. Love
15

(Deleuze and Guattari, 21-22)

“The practice of being in pleasure is a political practice.
When we allow ourselves to embrace pleasure by
resisting conventional ideas of beauty, form, mastery, and
intellect, we are also making room for something
16

(Hardt and Negri, 184)
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“instinctual, intuitive, improvisational,” to use luciana
[achugar]’s words. Something connected.” (74)
Lara Mimosa-Montes, Thresholes

“Fun and pleasure are productive places to start building
resilience, which is good because the work of resisting
should feel good when it can.” (132)
T. Flieschmann, Time Is The Thing A Body Moves
Through

23

THE PIT

“The eye is the organ of distance and separation,
whereas touch is the sense of nearness, intimacy and
affection. The eye surveys, controls and investigates,
whereas touch approaches and caresses. During
overpowering emotional experiences, we tend to close off
the distancing sense of vision; we close the eyes when
dreaming, listening to music, or caressing our loved
ones. Deep shadows and darkness are essential,
because they dim the sharpness of vision, make depth
and distance ambiguous, and invite unconscious
peripheral vision and tactile fantasy…The imagination
and daydreaming are stimulated by dim light and
shadow.” (46)
“In great architectural spaces, there is a constant, deep
breathing of shadow and light; shadow inhales and
illumination exhales light.” (47)

Juhani Pallasmaa. “Significance of the Shadow” The
Eyes Of The Skin
Fig. 6: detail of THE PIT (2022)
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“With no hard corners and no other exits,”17 the pre-2017

was the one I bee-lined to whenever I visited, and

renovation Hall of Minerals and Gems at the American

continues to be up through my adulthood.

Museum of Natural History in New York City was a

As a teenager, this room took on a different but not

manifestation of the architecture Juhani Pallasmaa

dissimilar magic, although in a more sexually-conscious

describes in ‘The Eyes of the Skin.’ The lighting was

state. Because the Hall had only one entrance and exit, it

dimmed everywhere except the vitrines, illuminating the

was a final destination, in contrast to other rooms in the

18

specimens and casting a “soft darkness” everywhere

museum which provided through-access to other

else. Amidst the wall-to-wall carpeting covering all

exhibits. This dead-end quality made the Hall the ideal

manner of surface; stairs, railings, terraced seating areas

location for hushed activities. It was impossible as a high

that to my child eyes appeared to be an indoor

schooler, not to notice the pairs of silhouetted figures

playground, were giant unprotected geodes you could

discreetly making out or giving/getting a handjob in one

touch, rub, scratch, or be scratched by. By the time I

of the non-corners this room offered. As a teenager with

started touching these rocks in the mid 90s, there were

a strict curfew, public sex was frequently one of the ways

parts that were already quite worn, softened by the

I engaged with my crushes and although I never brought

magnitude of touches since the room had opened nearly

any of them to the gemroom, I certainly dreamt of doing

two decades before. It was glorious to see other children

so. Parks, rooftops, and public bathrooms were my main

running around this hushed space too, all of us mostly

holdouts, and I reserved the Hall as a predominantly-solo

quiet except for our little feet thumping around, throwing

psychosexual space for my emergent and divergent

our bodies around against musty carpet and ethereal

fantasies. Maybe it was the darkness, or the 70s

rock. This room, more than any other in the museum,

“conversation pit”19 interior design, or the magical Earth

17
18

Curbed New York
See footnote above

19

See footnote 17
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and space minerals having been mined out of their deep

environment. Perhaps in this case, a more apt set of

habitats and on hallowed display, this room held potential

words for manipulation is direct instruction. The foam skin

for me and more than anywhere else in New York City,
this room was my haven.

“The mushroom-colored carpet could be dirt or
rock or concrete, an uninterrupted surface climbing the
stairs of a stepped kiva, descending a ramp, swathing the
railings. Chad Randl has written of the 1970s embrace of
shag carpeting as ersatz nature; here, even though it is
as dirty as any other floor in the museum, it somehow
feels okay to sink down.”20 One of my peers mentioned
that the foam tiles that cover the floor and the walls in my
thesis exhibition IT TAKES A MUSCLE are seductive.
That he felt manipulated (although not necessarily in a
bad way) to sit down upon entering the room. I designed
this space for the exact purpose of being able to sit or lay
down, should you want or need to, but wanted to ensure
that standing and leaning would also be new fangled
comforts in an otherwise cold and sterile gallery
20

Fig. 7: A 2016 cellphone image I captured of my friend Kyle’s hand
resting on a vertically mounted specimen of Black Tourmaline in the
Hall of Gems

Curbed New York
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is not designed as a trick or a trap, although as the

it. In the moments that I do have however, I have been

environment engineer of the room, I do want you to do

honored to witness the room whispering, moaning, the

something in there. This is a type of soft Domme-ing,

sound of footsteps outside of its soft walls muffled, and

laying bare my intentions. There is nothing forcing you to

the strain of backing tape being stretched behind its

sit, only suggesting you do so if you desire. I enjoy

pliable membrane.

embodying this role in this space, exacting a control over
the environment, curating not only how the sculptures are
arranged but what they are arranged within. The
pre-renovation Hall used to do this too. There were no
signs that told you to sit on the “carpeted wedding cake”
or to touch the geodes or slide down the stair railing over
the large, smooth specimen of green Jade, the space laid

“In emotional states, sense stimuli seem to shift from the
more refined senses towards the more archaic, from
vision down to hearing, touch and smell, and from light to
shadow.”
Juhani Pallasmaa. “Significance of the Shadow”
Eyes of the Skin

out the instructions.
When you spend enough time in THE PIT, the
sculptures breathe and the room moans when its creaky
joints are pressed with no one else present, or at least
when you share the company of silent observers. Stay
longer, and the dim light starts toying with your eyes.
There’s something unfortunate about putting together a
space that is meant to be occupied for long swaths of
time, and not having those periods with which to occupy
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SATURN IN THE FOURTH HOUSE
“When Saturn Returns (Interlude):
[Intro: NAO]
Would you like to go with me?
Ooh, might never
[Spoken Word]
Saturn's shift is an astrological episode that occurs
when the planet Saturn returns to the position it
occupied relative to your birth. It reaches this
position after approximately 29 or 30 years. It's
about letting go of what doesn't serve you. You
know, letting go of relationships, jobs, any past
regrets”
Nao, lyrics to When Saturn Returns (Interlude)

Fig. 8: Installation view of SATURN IN THE FOURTH HOUSE (2022)
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According to an ephemeris chart21 which tracks when

afford our New York City apartments any longer so we

each planet occupies each sign and to what degree,

gave up our leases and hunkered into a cottage between

Saturn entered the sign of Aquarius, the sign it was in the

a small farm run by two Deadheads and a forest full of

year I was born, on December 18, 2020. Between the

exposed chunks of granite and quartz with impure garnet

evening of January 7th and the early hours of January

inclusions. Between classes she taught online, Elizabeth

8th 2021, Saturn returned to the exact position to the

– or ET as I and many others have affectionately called

degree of Aquarius in the sky relative to where I was

her (yes like the famous Spielberg extra-terrestrial, but

born. I was 29 years old, the COVID-19 pandemic had

also her initials) – was renovating her studio, a former

claimed several million deaths although exact numbers

mechanic’s garage down the hill from our rented home

are still hard to gage, I had been married for a year and

for the year. We naively thought she could complete it

change, I had started and finished my first semester of

within a few months and we could move into a liveable

grad school online, and my partner Elizabeth and I were

but not-yet-comfortable mini apartment within the studio;

living isolated in the fog-laden hills of a rural Western

the ultimate live-work space.

Massachusetts town with our cats Esio and Frog, our
friend Oscar and his parrot Pepper.
Our ‘interspecies domestic-polycule’ as my friend

Construction went on and on, and on. Although
mentally I was with the project and could help plan and
organize, physically and financially I was of little help.

alx would refer to it as, was making it work. Elizabeth and

Once winter hit and the only way to be in the garage was

I had just returned from Berlin where we had been for the

to constantly feed a wood stove, it dawned on me that I

last academic year while Elizabeth had a prestigious

was deeply unhappy. I missed home, New York City,

fellowship and where we had sheltered during the

where the steam heat just turned on after a certain month

beginning months of the pandemic. None of us could

and temperature. I missed the convenience of urban

21

living, where everything I needed was around the corner

https://www.findyourfate.com/astrology/ephemeris/2020.html
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or down a few blocks, as opposed to a 20-40 minute

In my natal chart which is a diagram of what the

drive away. I missed being in proximity to my friends and

astrological sky looked like when I was born, the planet

family, the small handful of people we knew closeby were

Saturn resides in the fourth house. The themes of the

friends of Elizabeth’s, and I never knew if they liked me

fourth house are home, family, and maternal

all that much. I felt young and inept, even though she and

relationships, deep roots, so it’s no wonder that winter of

I are only a few years apart. The cold crept into my bones

2020 hit me like a ton of bricks. My core understanding of

and skyrocketed my chronic pain in ways that made me

what, where, and who home and family were was being

prickly and mean towards the people closest to me who

violently shaken and the stars were begging me to take a

witnessed me aching 24/7.

hard look at what I deeply wanted in my life. As Nao
includes in the interlude to her song Saturn, “it’s about

One of my ride-or-die comrades on this astral

letting go of what doesn’t serve you.” I was

plane Mars Dietz, a brilliant artist, DJ, astrologer,

metaphorically (while ET was physically) building what

historian, and friend illuminated the following about

I/we wanted, with some of whom I wanted, though not

Saturn and the period known as a Saturn return in a

exactly where. I was pursuing a terminal degree in my

recent text message:

field that I had fought hard for. I had reliable and

“Saturn is the ruler of time, Kronos, it used to be
the outermost visible planet so it showed us the
bounds of the known universe. Therefore, it shows
us limitation, restriction, things that take a long
time to come into being. Saturn themes take a
long time for you to come into and involve a lot of
challenge, but once you come to them, you are
stable in them, you’ve built something lasting.”

incredible healthcare for the first time since getting off my
parent’s insurance. Despite those facts, my complex pain
grew so bad that it separated me from whom and what I
loved and filtered what love was abundant for me, but
that I could not accept and receive.
Before an oyster finds a suitable home, it is
buoyed around by the current and crawls around on its
30

singular foot. Once they find a spot, “The attaching shell

its concave position, I didn’t know how or think I had the

starts to sag, the oyster will never again be capable of

tools to make home again. If I consult orchid kin, whose

movement, and it becomes distinct from other bivalves.”22

nomadic adventuring ways led them to be settled,

They search for a suitable home and then upon finding it,

resettled, and established all over the world, I know that

lose the ability to move, or search for home ever again.

home as a space is more transient than always being

The thought that the exterior of their own shells could be

located to place. All the people and places that have ever

a suitable surface for kin to attach to makes this gesture

fed and sheltered me, that I have decorated and tended

seem sweet rather than depressive. Every shell was

to, filled and been filled with love and care and attention,

once a home and every shell has the potential again to

all the humans and non-humans who ever inhabited

host life. By the time I moved to Richmond last August, it

places inside of me and places I have been inside of, are

was becoming clearer to me that I wasn’t heading back to

a constantly morphing conception of home.

Massachusetts once I finished my degree. I had gotten
rid of my singular foot in lieu of my shell becoming my
cradle, thinking my outcropping was solid. The abrupt
dislocation of the emotional, sexual, romantic, and
physical home I was building with Elizabeth and our bed
animals23 left me without my foot and my shell already in
22

23

(Kurlansky, 49)

In Lesbian Peoples: Material for a Dictionary, authors Monique
Wittig and Sande Zeig complete the following entry: “bed animals Even when there are two or more sleeping together, the companion
lovers like to have their favorite animals as bed companions. They
call them their bed animals,” (19). I imagine that because this is
translated from the French, it must sound even funnier in the original.

“...Saturn dignified people are people who are looking for
our communities. The concept of community is very
ambiguous. The word community has this aura around it
that seems to be about authentic connection and support
but it’s also a word that’s used by marketers to sell
products…A lot of the things that Saturn in Capricorn and
Aquarius people are dealing with are around resilient
community building….It’s about recognizing your purpose
and committing to the work you want to do, minimizing
things that complicate your survival…”
Alice Sparkly Kat, Saturn as Generational Change
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NERVE IMPULSE
“Nature may be speechless, without language, in the
human sense; but nature is highly articulate. Discourse is
only one process of articulation. An articulated world has
an undecidable number of modes and sites where
connections can be made. The surfaces of this kind of
world are not frictionless curved planes. Unlike things can
be joined - and like things can be broken apartand vice
versa. Full of sensory hairs, evaginations, invaginations,
and indentations, the surfaces which interest me are
dissected by joints. Segmented invertebrates, the
articulata are insectoid and worm-like, and they inform
the inflamed imaginations of SF [science fiction,
speculative futures, science fantasy, speculative fiction]
filmmakers and biologists. In obsolete English, to
articulate meant to make terms of agreement. Perhaps
we should live in such an "obsolete," a modern world
again. To articulate is to signify. It is to put things
together, scary things, risky things, contingent things. I
want to live in an articulate world. We articulate;
therefore, we are.”
(324, brackets added for clarity)
Donna Haraway “The Promises of Monsters”
Cultural Studies
Fig 9: Installation view of NERVE IMPULSE (2022)
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My nervous system will tell me things before my eyes or
ears do. I can’t be certain of when it started, it came on

< abandon reason > they say
in a brassy disharmony.

as a dim static and over the years it has got so loud I
thought I’d lose my hearing from the constant din of it.
the screaming-hot pain of a nervous system in hyperdrive
You know that feeling before it downpours in the summer

an animal in rage, foaming and stinking of stress

when the air is thick and charged
and then the sky opens up/ with a whip
I learned the name for this trying to describe the feeling
an overhead chasm.

to a new doctor. It was the first time in a decade that any
‘professional’ had believed me based on my haptic

From static to hum to chitter-chatter

knowledge. To pin down a diagnosis before they had to

to chalk being dragged on most any surface crumbling

see me shitting blood throwing up my own spit or down

until there’s only a nub left

40 pounds struggling to walk.

to every hair follicle on my body digging their roots further

neuropathic pain. a new term for an old feeling

down throwing their arms in the wind and opening up
their tiny mouths relinquishing a collective howl.

The pain is in my head but not pejoratively quite literally
my pain sensors are off the charts normal shit hurts in

each hair agitating the one beside it and out the

ways it shouldn’t all because that's simply what happens

nauseating message radiates

when you’ve been in pain for years and years and years

there’s something ghastly about the speed at which the

your body just stops remembering a before-time and

instructions travel

exists in perpetual whatthefuckishappening mode
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Committing language to viscera is difficult but you can’t

surrounded by a layer of mucosa vibrating and moving

exactly show someone

about pushing away foreign particles like a horde of

the sensation of every hair on your head becoming

sentinels.

a tiny knife
each one acting in tandem with its neighbor

I convulse contract condense crunch croak then crawl

buzzing with electricity like a summer storm.

deeper into the hole telling my lazy sentinels to fuck off

I rip off my shirt, certain there are burrs stuck

because they aren’t doing their jobs anyway.

inside of it, poking at me, and there’s nothing there. I’ve
hallucinated a handful of times in my life and a majority of

this isn’t a virus taking over my body but it acts like
one

them have been in states like this that can’t be noted
from a blood draw imaging or an endoscopy.

this rabid animal moves around trailing its sticky claws

so I am forced to find the words because my grunts don’t

under my skin

translate and I can’t ever find the burrs to prove it.

I want to rip it off clean peel it away from me in one
sheet like a snake

I’ve seen diagrams online of cilia; microscopic hairlike
projections on the surface of cells.
When submerged, do they sway like the tendrils of an
anemone, or do they resist water, like the white fluff of a

If only it were only the skin,
the skin is what touches
my clothes your hands my hands the air
How fucked is it that air can hurt
on contact.

dandelion?
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“...[a] silver-gray curve broached from the desert, sending
rivers of sand and dust cascading all around. It lifted
higher, resolved into a giant, questing mouth. It was a
round, black hole with edges glistening in the moonlight.
The mouth snaked toward the narrow crack where Paul
and Jessica huddled. Cinnamon yelled in their nostrils.
Moonlight flashed from crystal teeth. Back and forth the
great mouth wove…Paul felt a kind of elation. In some
recent instant, he had crossed a barrier into more
unknown territory. He could sense the darkness ahead,
mind. a time nothing revealed to his inner eye. It was as
though some step he had taken had plunged him into a
well . . . or into the trough of a wave where the future was
invisible. The landscape had undergone a profound
shifting. / Instead of frightening him, the sensation of
time-darkness forced a hyper-acceleration of his other
senses. He found himself registering every available
aspect of the thing that lifted from the sand there seeking
him. Its mouth was some eighty meters in diameter . . .
crystal teeth with the curved shape of crysknives glinting
around the rim . . . the bellows breath of cinnamon, subtle
aldehydes . . . acids . . .” (274)
Frank Herbert Dune
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belly

breath), inhale while filling the belly, inhale again while
filling the chest, and finally exhale both. She instructs to

Merriam-Webster dictionary defines belly as;
‘the stomach and its adjuncts, the undersurface of
an animal's body, womb, uterus, an internal cavity
: interior, a central place where something is most
prevalent, concentrated, or deeply ingrained, —
often used in the phrase the belly of the beast to
refer especially to a dangerous or hostile place or
situation.’
Etymologically speaking, the word ‘belly’ comes

keep a hand on the site of each inhalation. The first time I
did breathwork with Jennye, my hands kept sliding off my
torso, falling to my sides and slumping onto the plush of
the couch cushions beneath me. The continual and quick
double-inhalation followed by emptying exhale activated
me in ways that although I was warned about, caught me
off-guard. I had trouble connecting my external hands to

from the Old English word ‘belg’ from the Old German

my internal breath. Jennye says that breathwork can

word ‘balg’ or ‘bag’ which refers to a type of skin.

unearth sensations we don’t always have language for,

Relatedly, the Old English word ‘blawan’ in its verb form,

dislodged by the hyperoxygenation of our blood via this

translates as ‘to blow.’

breathing technique. It is not uncommon for people to
become extremely dizzy, experience temperature

At their root form, that the nouns ‘belly’ ‘bag’ and ‘skin’

changes, and enter an altered state. All through the

and the verb ‘to blow’ are all linked is of no surprise.

breath; which enters the mouth; fills the belly; fills the

Herbalist, breathwork practitioner, and author Jennye

chest; gets released from the mouth again. A closed, but

Patterson24 practices this linkage in a three-part breathing

infinite loop, that mostly one takes for granted.

technique she facilitates through virtual sessions with

🕳

clients. It goes as follows: with an open or closed mouth
(depending on whether you want a faster or slower
24

Jennye’s info https://corpusritual.com/home
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What else do I want to say about the belly? I want to say
that 90% of our body’s serotonin lives in our gut. That my
gut biome and my belly’s capacity for happiness or lack
thereof has more to do with environment and support and
structure than it does with some intellectual
accomplishment for which I may have strived. That
actually when my physical needs for security and
intimacy and nutrition are met, I am happier than when I
have finished a body of work. And once the work is done
it is no longer mine, out in the world untethered to my
belly-brain; naked, free, soft, and full of agency,
susceptible to sharpness yet undeterred.
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beast

and then violently ripped through the internal organs, and
came out the victim’s chest,” (fig. 10) he reported

“Remember that monsters have the same root as to
demonstrate; monsters signify.” (333)

describing that his “digestion process felt like something
bubbling inside of [him] struggling to get out.”26

Donna Haraway, The Promises of Monsters

Dan O'Bannon, the screenwriter and horror specialist
behind the “Alien” film franchise, died in 2009 at the age
of 63, after a 30-year “battle”25 with Crohn's disease, an
autoimmune condition he, and I, and roughly 780,000
Americans unfortunately all have in common. I mention
the fact that we both have Crohn’s not just for
synchronicity’s sake, but because his experience with the
disease inspired him to write the notorious ‘chest-burster’
scene in Alien (1979). Of the chest-bursting alien-spawn
that went on to kill many on-screen characters in the
original trilogy, “that incubated inside its victim’s stomach,

Fig 10. Screengrab from the notorious chestburster scene in Alien
(1979)

25

The LA Times used the word “battle” to describe O’Bannon’s
death-diagnosis I guess as a way to say that he fought hard but
ultimately lost? When people die of their illnesses, it’s often reported
this way, as some sort of fucked up lesson, and fear perhaps at what
fate you have as a disabled person, although most of us will be
disabled before we die anyway, living as disabled is certainly much
scarier to the temporarily abled than dying for it is.

Like other monsters and villains, the Xenomorph
Alien and her ‘offspring’ are not “reproduced”, they are
26

Fact Source
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“generated.”27 The Alien matures from a face-hugging

(figs. 11-14), and as a protective mother, the Alien does

spawn to chest-bursting infant, and finally manifests into

not want to harm one of her kin.

a tear-you-limb-from-limb-eat-you-alive adult. In Alien 3,
the trilogy’s protagonist Ellen Ripley played by the
inimitable Sigourney Weaver, comes into close contact
with the Xenomorph but she doesn’t move to kill her like
all the other unsuspecting victims. Why? – unbeknownst
to Ripley, she is carrying one of the Xenomorph’s spawn
27

I owe the language of generation versus reproduction to Donna
Haraway, who I quote in full from her essay “The Promises of
Monsters” on the cultural conception of the monster and the ‘other:’
“Repeatedly, this essay turns on figures of pregnancy and gestation.
Zoe Sofia (1984) taught me that every technology is a reproductive
technology. She and I have meant that literally; ways of life are at
stake in the culture of science. I would, however, like to displace the
terminology of reproduction with that of generation. Very rarely does
anything really get reproduced; what's going on is much more
polymorphous than that. Certainly people don't reproduce, unless
they get themselves cloned, which will always be very expensive and
risky, not to mention boring. Even technoscience must be made into
the paradigmatic model not of closure, but of that which is
contestable and contested. That involves knowing how the world's
agents and actants work; how they/we/it come into the world, and
how they/we/it are reformed. Science becomes the myth not of what
escapes agency and responsibility in a realm above the fray, but
rather of accountability and responsibility for translations and
solidarities linking the cacophonous visions and visionary voices that
characterize the knowledges of the marked bodies of history. Actors,
as well as actants, come in many and wonderful forms. And best of
all, "reproduction" – or less inaccurately, the generation of novel
forms – need not be imagined in the stodgy bipolar terms of
hominids,” (299).

Figs 11-12: stills from Alien 3 (1993) when Ripley finds out she is
host to a Xenomorph spawn
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seeks to harness the Alien’s power for targeted
annihilation against their enemies. This model of kinship
mirrors the way that some individuals – in the here and
now of humanity on Earth, outside of “science fiction,
speculative futures, science fantasy, speculative fiction”28
– relate to the monstrous, seemingly ugly or difficult parts
of ourselves. I believe there is a certain amount of growth
and ultimately acceptance in relating to and lending
capacity to these aspects within us. Perhaps it is the
histories and experiences in our pasts we are ashamed
of, or relationships we suppress, repress, and/or reject;
too afraid of how we will be perceived if others see the
real us.
What delineates us from the monster? I don’t think
it is our humanity, I’m not certain of what ties together all
humans and defines us as not-monster, or not-beast. In
Figs. 13-14: stills from Alien 3 (1993) when Ripley finds out she is
host to a Xenomorph spawn

Short of just leaving it at that, I believe that the

the case of the Xenomorph, I find it difficult not to
empathize with her actually, and for all the years I spent
not-watching the trilogy for the fear I thought I would

Xenomorph believes in a kinship between herself and

experience, I ask myself ‘who told me to be afraid of this

Ripley, because Ripley does not want to give the Alien

protective force?’ A creature ripping through my insides is

mother up to the Company, a weapons institution that

28

(Haraway, 300)
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terrifying, and the experiences I have had that have come
close to that sensation are not ones I wish to experience
again, although the nature of Crohn’s is that I most
certainly will, it’s more a matter of when. The Xenomorph
doesn’t scare me, she is simply defending herself from
being manipulated by a colonial, capitalist, deeply evil
weapons-venture. In fact, I root for her.
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human
“Within the belly of the monster29, even inappropriate/d
others30 seem to be interpellated - called through
interruption - into a particular location that I have learned
to call a cyborg subject position.” (300)

I thought it would be easier to consider why or what

Donna Haraway, The Promises of Monsters

person on Earth is a ‘post-anthropocentric subject’31

“To avoid this pitfall, which fits in with the neo-liberal
euphoria, and in order to enact qualitative
transformations instead, we need to be equally distanced
from both hyped-up disembodiment and fantasies of
trans-humanist escape, and from re-essentialized,
centralized notions of liberal individu- alism. I propose to
reinscribe posthuman bodies into radical relationality,
including webs of power relations at the social, psychic,
ecological and micro-biological or cellular levels. The
post-anthropocentrism of our science and our globalized
and technologically mediated times makes it urgent to
work towards ‘a new techno-scientific democracy.’” (102)
Rosi Braidotti, The Posthuman

makes someone human. The more I try to define it, the
more I realize the contradictions in terms. I think every
whether they consider themselves to be or not. Insofar as
humanity is intertwined with animals, the Earth, and
machines, I don’t believe we can be delineated from
these entities. There are trace amounts of opioids in
bivalves and other sea life via wastewater treatment plant
runoff.32 Microplastics have been found present from the
summit of Mount Everest, to the deepest parts of our
ocean, and just this year they were confirmed present in
human blood for the first time.33 For the first several years
of my life’s autoimmunity, I was on a bimonthly cycle of a
31

Braidotti uses this term as a signifier of posthumanism

29

Haraway uses “monster” to refer to mythological monsters; yes,
but she does so in service of naming and breaking down the
insidiousness of our “postmodern world,” (297).
30

“Inappropriate/d others” is a term which Harraway attributes to
Vietnamese-American filmmaker and feminist theorist Trinh
Minh-ha’s scholarship. Harraway mirrors Trinh’s perspective on the
‘other;’ by becoming ‘inappropriate’ or acting out, one rejects being
classified as the other. A reclamation through becoming.
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"Oxycodone is in the news right now but there are a number of
other pharmaceutical products that we found," biologist Jennifer
Lanksbury, who led the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
study told NPR member station KUOW. "Antibiotics, the
anti-depressants, chemotherapy drugs, heart medications that we're
finding in mussels." (Source: NPR)
33

(The Guardian)
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biologic medication called Remicade every 8 weeks, that

live-virus vaccines, the four mRNA COVID-vaccine doses

amongst the other subjects of the infusion center’s cold

I’ve been administered since they became available last

halls and pale green walls, we called ‘mighty

year, SSRIs, NSRIs, biologics, anticonvulsants,

mouse-juice,’ because it’s a chimeric monoclonal

antibiotics, anti-this and anti-that…make up the soup of

antibody; derived from mice proteins, and it’s strong as

mine, and so many others’ cyborg existence.

hell.34

In a trendy way, we’re all already there in cyborg
Ever since being on mouse-juice/ bio-mediating

land, right? I only outlined the biomedical up there,

my otherwise human seeming life, I have recognized my

because it feels the most relevant to the way that I

subject-position as one closer to cyborg. Before and after

navigate and am navigated by this world, but I’m also

“becoming-animal,”35 I had been interfacing with

tapped into my screen-devices in ways I wish I wasn’t,

machine, techno-science, and advancements of the

and am simultaneously glad for. What positions any of us

modern era that would aid in my functionality; this being

as cyborg or post-human in either Haraway’s or

one difference of position between Donna Haraway’s

Braidotti’s definitions however, is our drive away from

‘cyborg’ and Rosi Braidotti’s ‘post-human’. Glasses,

rigid-categorization and the embrace of interconnectivity

contacts, dentistry, steroids, narcotics, muscle-relaxers,

between our subject-positions.

braces, stitches, contraceptive implants, post-natal
34

“Infliximab.” (Wikimedia) entry, the scientific name for the brand
name medication Remicade
35

“..The becoming-animal axis of transformation entails the
displacement of anthropocentrism and the recognition of trans
species solidarity on the basis of our being environmentally based,
that is to say embodied, embedded and in symbiosis with other
species (Margulis and Sagan, 1995),” (Braidotti, 66-67)

So in honor of them, and instead of trying to
qualify whether or not I or anyone else is human, cyborg,
post-human, or attempting to create a new term
altogether, here are a handful of instances that remind
me of my subjecthood and its inherent interconnectivity:
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Figs 15-16: The first orchid I have ever seen in its natural habitat –
Cypripedium acaule / ‘Pink Lady’s Slipper, shown to me by my dear
GM on a trail here in Richmond no less. Careful not to touch, as our
skin’s natural oils are toxic to their sensitive flesh.
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Fig. 17: The accumulating altar outside of my studio here in
Richmond; objects made, found, gifted, collected.

Fig. 18: Screenshot of a video message from R.A. Walden’s artwork
called Structures of Care (Scaffold for Saar) 2020. Link to their
video here: https://rawalden.com/Structures-of-Care
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Fig. 20: Meditation #2 on the broadside “9 Meditations for Precarious
Bodies in a Failing State” (2018) by Clay A.D.

Fig. 19: ‘Traveler’s Stretches’ from Bob and Jean Anderson’s book
Stretching, first published in 1975. One copy stays in my studio, the
other in my truck’s driver’s side door.
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swimming pool

The average amount of water in a teapot is 32 ounces.
The average amount of water in a bathtub after

For most non-disabled people, breathing is an
afterthought. In the water, I focus extra on my breath. Is it
ever truly an afterthought? I oscillate between
hyperfixating and relaxing my mind in the pool. It keeps
me on alert and on my belly, rocking like a knife/ not a
pancake. There comes a point in my self-imposed set of
lap-swimming drills36, where a growing headache
subsumes me. Sometimes, when I chase that headache
– the same one you can get after cumming really hard –
the insides of my ears ring. To do this, I hold my breath
for a couple extra strokes of my arms, cutting off the
oxygen to my brain. Maybe it’s a soft choke, a controlled
drowning without alarming the lifeguard on duty, solo
edge-play, a reminder that I’m alive and choose to
continue to be.

🕳
36

“Practise, then, is the perennial state of being almost-there, the
great anti-climax.” (Winant)

accounting for displacement is 30 gallons, or the contents
of 120 teapots.
The average amount of water in a standard short-course
swimming pool37 is 235,636 gallons, or a little more than
7,854 and a half bathtubs, or the contents of 942,544
teapots.

🕳
I remember the first and only time I thought I might
drown, it was in competition. I was eight or nine, and no
one else on my team and in my age group was slated to
swim the 100 IM38. I didn’t know how to swim butterfly
37

Swimming pool dimensions as defined by the NCAA (National
Collegiate Athletic Association) which among other things, oversees
equipment and facility guidelines for competitive swimming in the
U.S.
38

Intermediate Medley consists of butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke,
and freestyle. In my age group at the time, the requirement was one
stroke style per length of the pool: 4 lengths in all, 2 laps total, 100
yards. The way I have always thought about it ~ you push hard and
breathe very little for butterfly, get to be breathing freely for
backstroke, breathing less for breaststroke but not getting quite as
tired, and then you throw the rest and then some on the line for
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(neither did my peers, but I guess my coach just said

wondering why I was making my way towards the blocks

‘fuck it’ in that moment). I knew how to swim all the other

when I wasn’t due up for a while. The tiles were slippery,

strokes however, and had watched the teenage girls

wet from swimmers entering and exiting the pool for a

swim butterfly in practice often. I enjoyed watching them

few hours already. Every few feet, a candy wrapper or

pound the water with their arms in inexperienced thuds,

empty Gatorade bottle hydroplaned across the deck. The

their hips and thighs in a dolphin kick underwater before

kind that kids sell on the subway or outside of school,

emerging after each breath in an undulating body roll.

fundraising for the basketball team or a school trip. These

Butterfly done right is incredibly sexy and although it

ones were in a white paper label with no writing except

probably wasn’t back then, I can recognize strokes done

for “PLAIN” and “PEANUT” over top of crinkly metallic

well now when I see them. They taught me about a lot of

foil, probably bought wholesale by someone’s parents.

things, like slicking my arms and legs with cocoa butter

My dad had snuck me a few chocolate bars earlier

before a final heat and how to stretch on the pool deck

because ‘sugar’s good for a jumpstart’, so I knew my

before mounting the diving blocks to psych your

wrappers would soon join these. Looking back, I don’t

competitors out. They knew how to flex, in the physical

remember there being any detritus in the pool somehow,

and proverbial sense of the word.

though the deck was littered with it.

I remember walking over to the diving blocks, body

I took the last few arm stretches before steadying

slick with cocoa butter, my toes slipping every so often

my grasp on the edge of the diving block, waited for the

out of my flip-flops, and making eye contact with my

timer’s digital beep to start, and dove into the pool,

parents, who looked down from their spots on the above

beginning my dolphin kick and holding my breath. So far

deck bleachers nervously checking their heat-list and

so good, I knew how to do this part. It was adding above

freestyle. Varying capacity, energy, and proclivity towards stroke
styles change that matrix up, but it’s stayed relatively the same for
me, even now that I continue the sequence outside of competition.

water breathing and swinging my arms forward by way of
lunging my upper body out of the water, that I had
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significant trouble with. I hit the wall on the other end as

and then I was on the deck, coughing up water and

expected, and pushed off for backstroke, thoroughly

desperately choking down air. The tiled pool deck

exhausted and my breath haggard. Again, the wall, and

became filthy to me then, I was cold and defeated by

again a new stroke, this time breaststroke. Maybe I got

having not finished my swim, and I was embarrassed to

halfway through this length, maybe I made it to freestyle

hear my mother frantically yelling at the Parks and Rec.

before I started to mentally black out, my memory doesn’t

coach from my team, who definitely was not getting paid

hold this part so well. Not out of some supposed-trauma

by the City of New York nearly enough to be here on a

so much as my bodybrain (then, and now) being more

Sunday, from the bleacher section.

focused on my environment than the reason I was there
in the first place. I was added to the heat late in the
competition and didn’t have a recorded time that they
could have used to put me into a ranked lane, so I was
conveinently in lane 6 which shared its length with the
wall of the pool and the edge of the pool deck. At some
point I was too tired to keep swimming, and downing too
much overly chlorinated pool water, got my body to the
side of the lane. I tried grabbing onto the aluminum, or
was it chromed? lip of the pool but my hands and arms
and everything was still slicked with cocoa butter, and
after having come into contact with water, it quickly
became nightmarish. I don’t know who ended up lifting
me out of the water by my forearms, but someone did,

Fig. 21: Detail of my sculpture Pull, Breathe, Flip, Return
(2021), a visualization of a set of laps I swim regularly. Each bead's
form, color, and additional bands represent various strokes, breath
types, flips, touches of the wall, and aids such as hand paddles or
pull buoys. This section marks the shift between butterfly and
backstroke in the IM.
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grave
The following is the beginning of CA Conrad’s (Soma)tic
Poetry Rituals: Grave as a Dream as Hole from their
2014 anthology Ecodeviance: (Soma)tics for the Future
Wildness;
“Set a clear quartz crystal on a shallow bed of salt
overnight. When you wake flush the salt down the
toilet, the crystal is now clean and ready for you.
Dig a hole in the backyard. Sit by the open hole
with the crystal; speak to the crystal in your right
hand, close to your lips, telling it you will bury it
overnight. Tell it you will dig it up next morning,
then take notes and go to bed. (This transgressive
act, putting a crystal BACK into Earth, I mean
imagine someone taking a bone from your FOOT
or below your heart, then putting it back for the
night!! Sick, but also quite beautiful to permit
ourselves this.)”
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crater
Does life begin in wetness? A few years ago I saw an
image I reconjure often, what looked like a volcano full of
snow. A reddish-orange mountain with a crater at its
peak, full of some milky-white substance, transparent at
the edges and opaque in the center. In the image, it
wasn’t clear to me whether it was supposed to be liquid
or solid, maybe it was meant to oscillate between the two
states depending on the season. At first I didn’t know
what I was witnessing and then I read the fine print; an

Fig 22: The Korolev crater (image courtesy of the European Space
Agency)

image of the ice-filled Korolev crater near Mars’ North
Pole. Mars does have a winter and a summer, but the ice
in the crater(s) remains stable due to their acting as a
‘cold trap.’39. Just as hot air rises, cold air sinks and
insulates the ice below.

In 2018, scientists discovered the presence of an
underground, frozen lake of water-ice on Mars. Humanity
has been actively searching for the presence of water –
albeit in the form of ice – off-Earth for decades and
salivating over it for several centuries.40 This
preoccupation with finding water is more accurately a
compulsion in believing that the presence of water
presupposes life. Who – or what, or why – is to say that
sentience off-Earth needs water to live? Sadly, the belief

39

(Anderson)

40

(Greenspon and Zucker)
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that water is the only host of known-life forms is more
insidious than bald egocentrism; it reflects a form of
colonialism that we have seen in the cinema, comics, and

🕳

novels of science-fiction since the 1960s, when the race
to get up into outer-space was teeming; that humanity
find water off-Earth because there would come a time to
abandon the home which we ruined and sustain our
‘flesh suitcases’ on elsewhere’s water. Who – or what, or

My friend HH often wears a light pink shirt made by Nico
Fontana Press. On the front it states, “i need space, i
need time.” On the back it states, “give me space, give
me time.”

why – gets to leave and go elsewhere? Who – or what, or
why – gets left behind?
I return to the mental image of the ice-filled
Martian crater every so often. I focus on the contrast
between the reddish sandy exterior, the
what-scientists-tell-us-is a little over a mile of solid ice,
the icy veins that look more like stretch marks than frozen
rivulets on the crater’s rim. My marination on this image
cools my already-cold constant body temperature. My
breathing slows like a reptile. I hold the image of the
crater in my mind, and place a small forcefield around it. I
do not want humans to mine it, usurp it, ruin it. It
deserves its space, in space.
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abyss
“‘What if you don’t replace this person? What if you live
there and embrace this hole?’ / What if inside the black
and blue is us / The moment I saw the sea, not the land”
(29)
Lara Mimosa-Montes, Threshholes

Merriam-Webster dictionary defines an abyss as ‘an
immeasurably deep gulf or great space, the bottomless
gulf, pit, or chaos of the old cosmogonies,’ often referring
to oceanic chasms. From an etymological perspective,
the word ‘abyss’ comes from the Late Latin abyssus
which is borrowed from the Greek ábyssos "bottomless,
unfathomable," and from byssós “depth of the sea.” likely
derivative of bythós "depth, deepest part, bottom.”
Fig. 23: Image taken from the internet, psychologist and author
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross’ bell curve of grief as outlined in her book
Death and Dying. Note that this assumes a linear progression, this is
not reflective of reality.

Abysmal – without looking it up – is pejorative or negative
in tone. Coupling the word ‘abyss’ and ‘mal’ delineates it
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as ‘bad’ ‘extremely awful,’ Merriam-Webster dictionary

comfortable. In Lara Mimosa-Montes’ prose road-journal

defines it as ‘immeasurably low or wretched,” which

through portals and loss, Thresholes (2020), she borrows

confirms what I know above. Based on the very little that

the following from late great wordsmith and culture critic

I retained from several years of grade school French, the

Susan Sontag “Any pit is an abyss, if properly labeled,”

word “mal” simply means ‘bad.’ English is not such an

(72). If I can categorize depression, or the nonlinear

old language, borrowing so much from its neighbors’

pathways ensconced by the bell curve of grief as an

tongues.

abyss, then perhaps I can aim to accept it as a condition

The idea of being in an abyss, or feeling one

of my existence. If I can aim to make it comfortable –

inside of oneself is not generally considered a position of

accept it as a comorbidity of the condition of my

comfort or safety. When I think about my persistent

existence – then maybe my having named it can be an

depression – regardless of my surroundings or diligent

act of liberation.

mood-stabilizing medication regimen – I think of it as an
abyss. Spending most of my life in a metaphorical hole
isn’t always as awful as it sounds. For the last few years I
have begun letting the comrades of my intimate crip and
mad41 community know that I am no longer interested in
climbing out, instead I want to make the hole a bit more
41

“Crip” is short for “cripple,” referring to chronically-ill, sick, and/or
disabled people and “mad” more specifically refers to folks who are
mentally-ill. Both are terms that many folks who these identifiers
have been lobbed at in hurtful and dangerous ways, have since
reclaimed. My general rule of thumb however is that I would not refer
to someone with either of these terms unless they self-identified as
such.

Fig. 24: The hole I cut through the floorboards over a mechanic’s pit
for an installation titled Please Hold (2021)
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cradle / incubator

they disembark, they unload a few chromed briefcases
and a construction-orange, square-faceted, orb. They
walk away from the pit and the plane crash with their
baggage (fig 25), towards a clearing in the hilly,
rock-laden expanse of this new world where they set the
orb on the ground and begin arranging their belongings
as the orb deflates and inflates many times its size (figs
26-32). Soon we are in this inflated orb with Mother and
Father, as Mother lays down, stripped from her silvery
body suit. Beside her, lies flat one of the hard-shelled
chrome suitcases, open to reveal six compartments with
unknown contents (fig. 33). Father kneels down at her
side, pulling a small clear tube from each compartment,
and inserting them one at a time into recessed ports on
her abdomen, arranged like a cat or dog’s nipples, in two

Figs. 25-30:, stills from Raised By Wolves s1e1 (HBO Entertainment)

In the opening scenes of HBO’s sci-fi drama tv series
Raised By Wolves set 100 years into the future, two

neat rows (fig. 34). Soon, whatever liquid is in the
containers, flows through the tubes and into Mother.
Viewers learn shortly after the opening scenes that

silver latex-clad androids named Mother and Father

Mother and Father have been tasked with raising human

crash land in a rocky landscape on planet Kepler 22b,

embryos in the effort to restart humanity, after Earth has

only to narrowly escape their shuttle falling into one of the

suffered a violent and polarizing civil war between a

many deep pits that the landscape has to offer. Before

religious cult and atheists, both of whom are extremely
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militant. Spoiler alert, in this first episode we also find out

serpent sporting a mouth not unlike the sandworm from

that Mother is an android who despite her overriding

Denis Villeneuve’s movie Dune (2021).

programming to being a caretaker at whatever cost

I’ve never given birth and I don’t know that I ever

necessary (a reprograming she received by an atheist

will, but pregnancy has always intrigued me. The idea of

hacker who we meet later in the season), her original

slowly growing a human inside of me, imagining what

program is that of a Necromancer; a military android built

their wriggles might feel like internally, watching my

by the cult as a weapon of mass-destruction against the

breasts and belly swell, double, maybe quadruple in size

atheists. On eye-contact and earshot, she can violently

even, experiencing the shifting of my organs to

kill anything and everything. But I digress.

accommodate a growing fetus. Friends that have children

Mother has a programmed affinity towards her

tell me that the sex is carnal on a whole other level. I

human children, one that her surviving child Campion

don’t intentionally romanticize it and I know there are

(the runt of her litter that almost didn’t make it) often

many awful sensations and experiences that come with

questions and disputes on a public and private level. She

pregnancy, but if I could have the visceral ordeal without

grapples with her programming, mission, asexual and

everything that comes after birth, I might. Unfortunately –

aromantic domestic partnership, family, sexuality,

despite my being enamored by the process and not the

destructive tendencies, and towards the end of season 1,

end goal – I’d make a terrible surrogacy candidate due to

her desire to be a bio-Mother or a mother who gives birth

my illnesses. I don’t want to be a mould for anyone else’s

to a child of her own code. She desperately wants to

breeding anyway, and I feel averse to breed myself

carry a child to term – in addition to having a sexual

either, but it’s not that I don’t grapple with the loss of this

encounter – and experience what the humans do.

potential.

Through a convoluted set of events, she manages to get
pregnant and births a non-human, non-android, flying
56

I feel for Mother. Against all odds she manages to
become pregnant, only to discover that she must have
been hacked, and her body used as a vessel for
nefarious purposes. This child resembles nothing she
knows and yet she is programmed to be a caretaker and
a mother to this creature. How devastatingly sad and
simultaneously hopeful it is, to bring into this world
something that you not only cannot recognize, but are
deeply fearful of, and you want to protect in a deep and
unrelenting sort of way.

Figs. 31-34: stills from Raised By Wolves s1e1 (HBO Entertainment)
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mother mould
The mould is not39 auxiliary
The mould is not reciprocal
The mould is not invisible40
The mould is not subordinate
The mould is not a waste
The mould is not simply tedium
The mould is not a container for something eventual
The mould is not an empty cavity41
The mould is not a void
The mould is a void
The mould is a powerful void42
The mould is already full.

“•There is no such thing as an infant [apart from the
maternal provision (after Winnicott)]
•There is no such thing as an organism [apart from the
environment (Bateson)]
•There is no such thing as an actor [apart from the
network (after Latour)]
•There is no such thing as a discovery/invention [apart
from the potential space: lab, studio, study, etc.(after
Mumford)]
•There is no such thing as a tool [apart from the
workshop, domain of equipmentality (Heidegger)]
•There is no such thing as a thing [apart from the
fourfold (Heidegger)]
•There is no such thing as a technology [apart from the
standing–reserve (Heidegger)]”
(198-199, formatting is hers save for the italicized names
added for clarity)
Zoe Sofia, Container Technologies
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___________________
39

Thank you to artist E. Jane’s 2016 work NOPE (a manifesto) for
reminding me of the power of refusal.
40

re; invisibility: “...neglect of containers and containment functions is
not only the result of anti-maternal bias in western thought, but is
encouraged by the unobtrusiveness of containers, traces of whose
productive roles are not necessarily evident in the final product…The
container technologies project is conceived of as a corrective to
phallic biases in the interpretation of technology and as a way of
getting beyond critique of traditional western notions of space as
passive, feminine**, and unintelligent, and towards exploring and
developing more recent ideas about what counts as smartness, and
where it is located, in an entity-environment complex……I do not
intend to enshrine a framework that poses the tool or machine as
masculine, phallic, and “bad” against the redemptive utensil or
container as inherently feminine, maternal, or “good.” Of more
interest is Mumford’s point that tool and utensil are inseparable
means of technological adaptation.” (Sofia, 198)

🕳

**I don’t read Sofia’s “feminine” here as relating only to gendered or
sexualized qualities, and believe the text is expansive enough to
allow me to extrapolate this. Similar to the “sick woman” of Johanna
Hedva’s Sick Woman Theory (2016) that Hedva has named as being
expansive of gender and sex, I believe Sofia’s “feminine” also
encompasses any subject rendered subservient, marginal,
reciprocal, and invisibily labored, and more specifically in Sofia’s
case; a resource to be extracted from or a container.
41

re: emptiness and its capacity: “What can barely contain the
nothing – “ (Montes, 37)
42

re; the power of formlessness: “Real freedom, as an act of
perception, has no form. (Clarice Lispector)” (Montes, 58)
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EPILOGUE:
I was fully empty, and ready to submit this document to
the ‘thesis-carrot’-eating machine, when a wonderful and
timely synchronicity w/r/t ‘wholes, holes, and other voids’
traveled across my phone screen:
On the evening of May 12th, 2022, scientists at the Event
Horizon Telescope revealed the first-ever photograph of
the supermassive black hole at the center of our Milky
Way galaxy.
BBC called it a “monster.”
CNN called it “the beating heart of the Milky Way.”
The Atlantic called it “ the Bottomless Pit Holding
Everything Together.”

Below, with a mass 4.3 million times that of our Sun, is
the image of the black hole named Sagittarius A*:

Fig 35: (Source: Event Horizon Telescope collaboration)
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